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South Asian Mammals 2018-09-03 this book is an up to date
comprehensive resource on the names scientific english and
vernacular of the mammals of south asia this work is first of
its kind that deals with explanation of names of mammals at
the species and subspecies level
Elsevier's Dictionary of Mammals 2006-11-18 this
authoritative dictionary has been compiled with the aim of
giving an overview of the english german french and italian
names of mammals the basic table contains in alphabetical
order the scientific names of families genera species and sub
species and synonyms with the identified names detailed in
all four languages these are given in the singular for
species and sub species and in the plural for other terms the
synonyms and subspecies are offered in detail the editor
offers numerous alternative spellings of vernacular names
this dictionary is an outstanding guide for every researcher
in mammalogy
Field Guide to the Mammals of South-east Asia (2nd Edition)
2019-06-27 this book is a fully revised and updated second
edition of the only comprehensive guide to the mammals of
south east asia one of the world s richest regions in terms
of mammal diversity where species new to science are still
being described regularly though there is increasing pressure
on all of its wild mammal populations from large mammals such
as the elephant big cats dolphins and whales through bears
monkeys and badgers to bats civets rats and shrews more than
550 species are described in detail including key
identification characteristics habitat behaviour distribution
and status accompanied by line drawings of footprints and
details of anatomy or other aspects of identification
beautiful colour plates depict nearly all species and their
variations while accompanying range maps provide up to date
information on distribution this field guide is essential for
any naturalist or traveller visiting this special corner of
asia
Bats in Question 2015-03-10 long the subject of myth and
superstition bats have been among the most misunderstood of
mammals due to their nocturnal habits capacity for flight and
strange appearance seeking to dispel the myths associated
with these remarkable creatures and arguing for their key
role in a balanced ecosystem bats in question covers all
aspects of bat biology in a practical question and answer
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format describing where bats live how they use echolocation
to navigate and even why they hang upside down the book also
gives the conservation status of all 925 bat species don e
wilson traces the evolution of bats and shows their
remarkable diversity by describing each of the major groups
in terms of their different body structures and habitats he
sheds light on bats complex social systems extraordinary
variation in size and food preferences that encompass plants
insects and mammals the book also explores cultural attitudes
about bats telling how until recently bats had been relegated
to the world of vampires and how they have emerged to take
their place in public awareness as important and fascinating
members of our ecosystems
The Eponym Dictionary of Mammals 2009-09-28 just who was the
przewalski after whom przewalski s horse was named or husson
the eponym for the rat hydromys hussoni or the geoffroy whose
name is forever linked to geoffroy s cat this unique
reference provides a brief look at the real lives behind the
scientific and vernacular mammal names one encounters in
field guides textbooks journal articles and other scholarly
works arranged to mirror standard dictionaries the more than
1 300 entries included here explain the origins of over 2 000
mammal species names each bio sketch lists the scientific and
common language names of all species named after the person
outlines the individual s major contributions to mammalogy
and other branches of zoology and includes brief information
about his or her mammalian namesake s distribution the two
appendixes list scientific and common names for ease of
reference and where appropriate individual entries include
mammals commonly but mistakenly believed to be named after
people the eponym dictionary of mammals is a highly readable
and informative guide to the people whose names are
immortalized in mammal nomenclature
Bats and Human Health 2017-10-11 an important resource that
reviews the various infectious diseases that affect bats and
bat populations bats and human health ebola sars rabies and
beyond covers existing literature on viral bacterial
protozoan and fungal infections of bats and how these
infections affect bat populations the book also offers an
overview of the potential for zoonotic transmission of
infectious diseases from bats to humans or domestic animals
while most prior publications on the subject have dealt only
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with bat viral infections this text closely covers a wide
range of bat infections from viral and bacterial infections
to protist and fungal infections chapters on viral infections
cover rabies filoviruses henipaviruses and other rna viruses
as well as information on bat virome studies the book then
provides information on bacterial infections including
arthropod borne and other bacteria that affect bats before
moving on to protist infections including apicomplexans and
kinetoplastids and fungal infections including white nose
syndrome histoplasma capsulatum and other fungi comprehensive
in scope yet another key feature of this book is a searchable
database that includes bat species bat family bat diet bat
location type and classification of infecting microbes and
categories of microbes this vital resource also provides a
history and comprehensive overview of bat borne diseases
incorporates information from the world health organization
as well as historical data from the national libraries of
health and infectious disease journals covers a variety of
diseases including viral infections bacterial infections
protist infections and fungal infections written for
microbiologist bat researchers and conservationists bats and
human health provides a comprehensive exploration of the
various types of microbes that affect bats and their
potential to affect human populations
Common Names of Mammals of the World 2000 an extensive
bibliography of sources and two indexes of both common and
scientific names round out the volume common names of mammals
of the world offers a comprehensive useful reference not only
for mammalogists but also for wildlife managers conservation
biologists environmental law enforcement agencies zoologists
and others interested in the world s mammals jacket
Mammals of South-east Asia 2017-03-09 this compact easy to
use identification guide describes 192 species of mammals
found in south east asia covering each major genus the book
features thumbnail silhouettes a regional distribution map
and up to date tips on the best wildlife localities
illustrated with clear colour photography and brief but
authoritative descriptions the pocket photo guides highlight
the species of animals from each region that the traveller is
most likely to see as well as those that are truly endemic
only to be seen in that country or region or special rarities
the genuine pocket size allow the books to be carried around
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on trips and excursions and will take up minimal rucksack and
suitcase space
Wildlife of Southeast Asia 2016-06-07 this handy photographic
guide offers a stunning look at the wildlife of southeast
asia which includes burma thailand laos cambodia vietnam west
malaysia and singapore accessible text and more than 500
color photographs help readers to learn about and identify
the most common species found in the region particularly the
mammals birds reptiles amphibians and insects that visitors
will most likely encounter detailed photos are accompanied on
facing pages by succinct species accounts highlighting key
identification features status and distribution the book s
brief introduction offers readers useful information on major
wildlife sites as well as practical advice on making the most
of a wildlife watching trip wildlife of southeast asia is the
essential resource for visitors and residents interested in
the fauna of this fascinating area of the world a
photographic guide to the wildlife of southeast asia
including burma thailand laos cambodia vietnam west malaysia
and singapore more than 500 stunning color photographs
accessible species accounts highlight key identification
features status and distribution a brief introduction
discusses wildlife locations and practical travel know how
Biology Education for Social and Sustainable Development
2012-10-20 in an era of globalization and urbanization
various social economic and environmental challenges surround
advances in modern biological sciences considering how
biological knowledge and practice are intrinsically related
to building a sustainable relationship between nature and
human society the roles of biology education need to be
rethought to respond to issues and changes to life in this
biocentury this book is a compilation of selected papers from
the twenty third biennial conference of the asian association
for biology education 2010 the title biology education for
social and sustainable development demonstrates how
rethinking and reconstruction of biology education in the
asia pacific region are increasingly grounded in deep
understandings of what counts as valuable local knowledge
practices culture and ideologies for national and global
issues and education for sustainable development the 42
papers by eminent science educators from australia china
philippines singapore taiwan and the u s represent a
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diversity of views understandings and practices in biology
education for sustainable development from school to
university in diverse education systems and social cultural
settings in the asia pacific region and beyond the book is an
invaluable resource and essential reference for researchers
and educators on asian perspectives and practices on biology
education for social and sustainable development
Pathogenic Coronaviruses of Humans and Animals 2022-10-13
pathogenic coronaviruses of humans and animals sars mers
covid 19 and animal coronaviruses with zoonotic potential
provides relevant information about common human
coronaviruses that may mutate to increase their virulence the
addition of animal coronaviruses allows awareness of not only
the potential of zoonotic transmission of coronaviruses from
wild animals such as bats and rodents but also from domestic
agricultural and companion animals the book opens with an
introductory chapter on viruses the immune system
coronaviruses and their classifications prevention and
protection sections also cover history disease causative
virus immune response diagnosis treatment prevention and
surveillance the book s remaining chapters discuss
coronaviruses with possible zoonotic transmission of domestic
semi domestic animals and companion animals it concludes with
future perspectives of coronavirus mutations modeling
protective measures and a discussion around pandemics and
infectious diseases from around the globe covers sars cov
mers cov and sars cov 2 as well as coronaviruses with
possible zoonotic transmission of domestic semi domestic
animals and companion animals complements previous studies by
bringing together information that compares human and animal
coronaviruses includes a glossary and coronavirus disease
overviews of humans and animals
Phillipps' Field Guide to the Mammals of Borneo and Their
Ecology 2016-05-10 this is the most comprehensive up to date
and easily accessible field guide to the mammals of borneo
the ideal travel companion for anyone visiting this region of
the world covering sabah sarawak brunei and kalimantan the
book provides essential information on 277 species of land
and marine mammals and features 141 breathtaking color plates
detailed facing page species accounts describe taxonomy size
range distribution habits and status this unique at a glance
guide also includes distribution maps habitat plates regional
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maps fast find graphic indexes top mammal sites and a
complete overview of the vegetation climate and ecology of
borneo covers 277 species from orangutans and clouded
leopards to otters and other marine mammals features 141
superb color plates includes facing page species accounts
distribution maps fast find graphic indexes and more
describes borneo s vegetation climate and ecology
A Birdwatcher's Guide to Malaysia 1993 a site guide covering
over 40 major sites in both east and west malaysia with
details of access accommodation timing and what to see this
title is illustrated with colour photos and maps there is a
species checklist annotated with status habitat and more plus
a checklist of mammal species
The Oxford Handbook of Early Southeast Asia 2022-01-11
southeast asia ranks among the most significant regions in
the world for tracing the prehistory of human endeavor over a
period in excess of two million years it lies in the direct
path of successive migrations from the african homeland that
saw settlement by hominin populations such as homo erectus
and homo floresiensis the first anatomically modern humans
following a coastal route reached the region at least 60 000
years ago to establish a hunter gatherer tradition that
survives to this day in remote forests from about 2000 bc
human settlement of southeast asia was deeply affected by
successive innovations that took place to the north and west
such as rice and millet farming a millennium later knowledge
of bronze casting penetrated along the same pathways copper
mines were identified and exploited and metals were exchanged
over hundreds of kilometers in the mekong delta and elsewhere
these developments led to early states of the region which
benefitted from an agricultural revolution involving
permanent ploughed rice fields these developments illuminate
how the great early kingdoms of angkor champa and funan came
to be a vital stage in understanding the roots of the present
nation states of southeast asia assembling the most current
research across a variety of disciplines from anthropology
and archaeology to history art history and linguistics the
oxford handbook of early southeast asia will present an
invaluable resource to experienced researchers and those
approaching the topic for the first time
Mammalogy 2015-01-15 reflecting the expertise and perspective
of five leading mammalogists the fourth edition of mammalogy
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adaptation diversity ecology significantly updates taxonomy
includes a new chapter on mammalian molecular phylogenetics
and highlights several recently described species there are
close to 5 500 species in the class mammalia including the
blue whaleâ the largest animal that has ever livedâ and the
pygmy shrew which weighs little more than a penny the
functional diversity of mammals has allowed them to play
critical roles in every ecosystem whether marine freshwater
alpine tundra forest or desert many mammal species are
critically endangered and present complex conservation and
management challenges this book touches on those challenges
which are often precipitated by overharvesting and habitat
loss as well as emerging threats such as the impact of wind
turbines and white nose syndrome on bats and chronic wasting
disease on deer among the updates and additions to the fourth
edition of mammalogy are numerous new photos figures and
cladograms over 4 200 references as well as a completely new
chapter on mammalian phylogeny and genomics current taxonomyâ
including major changes to orders suborders and superfamilies
of bats and rodents an explanation of the recent inclusion of
whales with terrestrial even toed ungulates updates on
mammalian structural functional adaptations and fossil
history recent advances in our understanding of phylogeny
biogeography social behavior and ecology a discussion of two
new orders and thirteen newly recognized extant families
reflections on the implications of climate change for mammals
thorough examinations of several recently described species
including durrell s vontsira salanoia durrelli and the
laotian rock rat laonastes aenigmamus an explanation of
mammalian biomechanics such as that seen in lunge feeding of
baleen whales breakout boxes on unique aspects of mammals
including the syntax of bat songs singing mice and why there
are no green mammals unless we count algae covered sloths
maintaining the accessible readable style for which feldhamer
and his coauthors are well known this new edition of
mammalogy is the authoritative textbook on this amazingly
diverse class of vertebrates
Human Adaptation in the Asian Palaeolithic 2012-08-27 this
book examines the first human colonization of asia and
particularly the tropical environments of southeast asia
during the upper pleistocene in studying the unique character
of the asian archaeological record it reassesses long
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accepted propositions about the development of human
modernity ryan j rabett reveals an evolutionary relationship
between colonization the challenges encountered during this
process especially in relation to climatic and environmental
change and the forms of behaviour that emerged this book
argues that human modernity is not something achieved in the
remote past in one part of the world but rather is a diverse
flexible responsive and ongoing process of adaptation
Atlas of Mammalian Chromosomes 2020-04-02 the updated new
edition of the popular collection of high resolution
chromosome photographs for geneticists mammologists and
biologists interested in comparative genomics systematics and
chromosome structure filled with a visually exquisite
collection of the banded metaphase chromosome karyotypes from
some 1 000 species of mammals the atlas of mammalian
chromosomes offers an unabridged compendium of the state of
this genomic art form the atlas contains the best karyotype
produced the common and latin name of the species the
published citation and identifies the contributing authors
nearly all karyotypes are g banded revealing the chromosomal
bar codes of homologous segments among related species the
atlas brings together information from a range of cytogenetic
literature and features high quality karyotype images for
nearly every mammal studied to date when the atlas was first
published only three mammals were sequenced today that number
is over 300 now in its second edition this book contains
extensive revisions and major additions such as new
karyotypes that employ g and c banding to represent
euchromatin and heterochromatin genome composition new
phylogenetic trees for each order homology segment chromosome
information on published aligned chromosome painting
summaries of the painting data for some species indicate
conserved homology segments among compared species an
invaluable resource for today s comparative genomics era this
comprehensive collection of high resolution chromosome
photographs assembles information previously scattered
throughout the cytogenetics literature in one comprehensive
volume provides chromosome information and illustrations for
the karyotypes of 300 new species addresses the mandate of
the human genome project to annotate the genomes of other
organisms serves as a basis for chromosome level genome
assemblies offers a detailed summation of three decades of
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zoofish chromosome painting presents high resolution photos
of karyotypes that represent more than 1 000 mammal species
written for geneticists mammalogists and biologists the atlas
of mammalian chromosomes offers a step forward for an
understanding of species formation of genome organization and
of dna script for natural selection
Compendium of Philippine Environment Statistics ... 2004
covers data of flora and fauna atmosphere water land and soil
mineral and energy and human settlements in philippines
Compendium of Philippine Environment Statistics 2004 2004
covers data of flora and fauna atmosphere water land and soil
mineral and energy and human settlements in philippines for
the period 1992 to 2002
Fieldiana 1996 this book gathers contributions by 16
international authors on the phenomenon bats shedding some
light on their morphology the feeding behaviors insects
fruits blood of different groups their potential and
confirmed transmissions of agents of diseases their endo and
ectoparasites as well as countless myths surrounding their
lifestyle e g vampirism chupacabras batman etc bats have been
known in different cultures for several thousand centuries
however their nocturnal activities have made them mysterious
and led to many legends and myths while proven facts remained
scarce even today our knowledge of bats remains limited
compared to other groups in the animal kingdom also their
famous ability to avoid collisions with obstacles during
their nightly flights with the help of a sophisticated and
unique system using ultrasound waves which are transmitted
and received is as poorly studied as birds finding their way
from continent to continent in recent times where
globalization transports millions of people and goods from
one end of the earth to the other there are increased risks
posed by agents of diseases as a result of which bats have
received increasing attention as potential vectors these
suppositions are based on their proven transmission of
viruses such as rabies in dedicated chapters the book
addresses the following topics the world of bats the
astonishing morphology of bats bats as potential reservoir
hosts for vector borne diseases bat endoparasites
macroparasites ectoparasites glimpses into how bats fly blood
licking bats vampirism in medicine and culture chupacabras
and goat milkers myths on candiru as such this book provides
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a broad range of information for all non experts interested
in biological topics but also for people working in this
field as well as physicians and veterinarians who are
confronted with clinical cases and for teachers and students
interested in expanding their knowledge of biology and of
past and present cultures
Bats (Chiroptera) as Vectors of Diseases and Parasites
2013-10-10 this book provides trajectories and illustrations
of viruses that have catapulted into the global arena linked
to humans animals and vectors due to human behaviors in
recent years as well as viruses that have already shown
expansion among humans animals and vectors just a few decades
ago topics in the current book include vaccines environmental
impact emerging virus transmission filovirus ebola
hemorrhagic fevers flaviviruses dengue evasion
papillomaviruses hepatitis c nipah virus giant viruses
hantaviruses bunyaviruses encephalitides west nile virus zika
virus xmrv henipaviruses human respiratory syncytial virus
influenza a virus several aspects of hiv 1
Global Virology I - Identifying and Investigating Viral
Diseases 2015-07-13 approximately 75 of emerging infectious
diseases are zoonoses and the rate of emergence of zoonotic
diseases is on the rise bats are being increasingly
recognised as an important reservoir of zoonotic viruses of
different families including sars coronavirus nipah virus
hendra virus and ebola virus understanding bats role in
emerging zoonotic diseases is crucial to this rapidly
expanding area of research bats and viruses a new frontier of
emerging infectious diseases provides an updated overview of
research focusing on bat biology and the role bats play as
hosts of many major zoonotic viruses the text covers bat
biology immunology and genomics chapters also delve into the
various major bat borne virus families including lyssaviruses
paramyxoviruses coronaviruses filoviruses and reoviruses
among others edited by leaders in the field bats and viruses
a new frontier of emerging infectious diseases is a timely
invaluable reference for bat researchers studying
microbiology virology and immunology as well as infectious
disease workers and epidemiologists among others
Emerging Infectious Diseases 2013-07 pathology of wildlife
and zoo animals is a comprehensive resource that covers the
pathology of wildlife and zoo species including a wide scope
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of animals disease types and geographic regions it is the
definitive book for students biologists scientists physicians
veterinary clinicians and pathologists working with non
domestic species in a variety of settings general chapters
include information on performing necropsies proper
techniques to meet the specialized needs of forensic cases
laboratory diagnostics and an introduction into basic
principles of comparative clinical pathology the taxon based
chapters provide information about disease in related groups
of animals and include descriptions of gross and histologic
lesions pathogenesis and diagnostics for each group of
animals notable unique gross and microscopic anatomical
features are provided to further assist the reader in
deciding whether differences from the domestic animal
paradigm are normal additional online content which includes
text images and whole scanned glass slides of selected
conditions expands the published material resulting in a
comprehensive approach to the topic 2019 prose awards winner
category textbook biological and life sciences association of
american publishers presents a single resource for performing
necropsies on a variety of taxa including terrestrial and
aquatic vertebrates and invertebrates describes notable
unique gross and microscopic anatomical variations among
species taxa to assist in understanding normal features in
particular those that can be mistaken as being abnormal
provides consistent organization of chapters with
descriptions of unique anatomic features common non
infectious and infectious diseases following brief overviews
of the taxonomic group contains full color high quality
illustrations of diseases links to a large online library of
scanned slides related to topics in the book that illustrate
important histologic findings
The Journal of the Bombay Natural History Society 2003 viral
hemorrhagic fevers have captured the imagination of the
public and made their way into popular books and movies by
virtue of their extreme virulence and mysterious origins
since 2001 concerns have grown about the potential use of
many hemorrhagic fever viruses as biological weapons this has
led to a resurgence in research to develop improv
Bats and Viruses 2015-06-29 bats are widely distributed and
vary enormously in their ecology sociality and behavior they
offer diverse cultural and economic contributions to human
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populations such as ecotourism guano medicinal products
religious significance and vector control to name a few
insectivorous bats consume massive quantities of insects and
other arthropods controlling important agricultural pests and
potential disease vectors bats feeding on nectar help to
maintain diversity in forests through the dispersal of seeds
and pollen essential to many plant species with high economic
biological and cultural value at the same time bats are often
associated with zoonotic disease risks a trend that has been
magnified by the global covid 19 pandemic although no direct
infection from bat to human has been demonstrated rapid
deforestation is also a major contributing factor to new
viral emergences this book suggests that education is a
suitable tool to minimize prejudice against bats and a key
step to creating a harmonious coexistence between humans and
bats chapters address such topics as bats in folklore and
culture bat dispersal patterns bats in ecosystem management
pesticide exposure risks roost tier preference diversity and
conservation and ecology of white nose syndrome
Silliman Journal 2004 welcome to the museum there are more
than 160 animal specimens to be discovered in animalium the
first in a series of virtual museums wander the galleries
open 365 days a year and discover a collection of curated
exhibits on every page accompanied by informative text each
chapter features a different branch of the tree of life from
the simple sponge to the enormous elephant
Pathology of Wildlife and Zoo Animals 2018-10-08 no marketing
blurb
A Synopsis of the Mammalian Fauna of the Philippine Islands
1998 the pasoh forest reserve pasoh fr has been a leading
center for international field research in the asian tropical
forest since the 1970s when a joint research project was
carried out by japanese british and malaysian research teams
with the cooperation of the university of malaya um and the
forest research institute fri now the forest research
institute malaysia frim under the international biological
program ibp the main objective of the project was to provide
basic information on the primary productivity ofthe tropical
rain forest which was thought to be the most productive of
the world s ecosystems after the ibp project a collaborative
program between the university of malaya and the university
of aberdeen scotland uk for post graduate training was
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carried out at pasoh reproductive biology of so me
dipterocarp trees featured in many of the findings arrived at
through the program contributing greatly to progress in the
population genetics of rain forest trees since those research
pro grams apart of the pasoh forest and its field research
station have been managed by frim in 1984 frim started a long
term ecological research program in pasoh fr with the
smithsonian tropical research institute stri and harvard
university establishing a 50 ha plot and enumerating and
mapping all trees 1 cm or more in diameter at breast height a
recensus has been conducted every 5 years
Henry Jacob Victor Sody (1892-1959) His Life and Work
2023-09-29 a beautifully illustrated guide to the complete
mammalian biodiversity of the philippines largest island
revealing the astounding mammalian diversity found on the
largest philippine island the mammals of luzon island is a
unique book that functions both as a field guide and study of
tropical fauna the book features 120 fully illustrated
species profiles and shows how the mammals fit into larger
questions related to evolution ecology and biogeography luzon
s stunning variety of mammals includes giant fruit eating
bats other bats so small that they can roost inside bamboo
stems giant plant eating rodents that look like but are not
squirrels shrews that weigh less than half an ounce the
rapidly disappearing philippine warty pig and the long tailed
macaque luzon s only nonhuman primate while celebrating luzon
s remarkably rich mammal fauna the authors also suggest
conservation strategies for the many species that are under
threat from a variety of pressures based on a century of
accumulated data and fifteen years of intensive study the
mammals of luzon island delivers a message that will appeal
equally to scientists conservationists and ecologically
minded travelers
Viral Hemorrhagic Fevers 2016-04-19 this information deck
documents an exploratory causal identification process into
the asymptomatic behaviour of covid 19 infected individuals
six factors impacting asymptomatic behaviour age immune
strength tonsils diet environment and smoking are reviewed
along with an examination of documented anomalies please note
microsoft excel spreadsheet not accepted file format for
google upload containing enhanced views of selected charts
diagrams depicted in this pdf file is available for viewing
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please contact marcel boomslanganalytics ca for your
complimentary xls file with product purchase as discussed in
the medical disclaimer on the boomslanganalytics ca website
this information deck and any supplemental information
provided is for information purposes only if you wish to
apply any of the material noted in this information deck
please seek the guidance of a health care professional
Bats 2022-04-20 this book provides up to date information on
the characteristics of each species of intestinal fluke found
in humans and on the management of infections caused by these
trematodes biology epidemiology host parasite relationships
pathogenicity clinical aspects diagnosis and treatment are
all reviewed in detail the zoonotic intestinal flukes
comprise 38 genera belonging to 16 families they are
morphologically diverse and each species has a characteristic
life cycle and geographical distribution intestinal fluke
infections are commonly considered as tropical endemic
diseases in asian countries where 6 million people are
infected but the geographical limits and populations at risk
are expanding and changing owing to a range of factors
including growing international markets improved
transportation systems changes in eating habits demographic
trends and climate change while the pathogenicity of
intestinal flukes is generally mild the impact in
immunocompromised individuals requires clarification and some
diagnostic problems remain to be solved in exploring all
aspects of human intestinal fluke infections this book will
be invaluable for clinicians and researchers alike
Animalium 2017-12-28 this book contributes to the current
discussion on climate change by presenting selected studies
on the ways in which past human groups responded to climatic
and environmental change in particular the chapters show how
these responses are seen in the animal remains that people
left behind in their occupation sites many of these bones
represent food remains so the environments in which these
animals lived can be identified and human use of those
environments can be understood in the case of climatic change
resulting in environmental change these animal remains can
indicate that a change has occurred in climate environment
and human adaptation and can also indicate the specific
details of those changes
Asian Perspectives 1979
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A Photographic Guide to Mammals of South-East Asia 2001
Pasoh 2013-06-29
The Mammals of Luzon Island 2016-04-01
Status of Biological Diversity in Malaysia and Threat
Assessment of Plant Species in Malaysia 2007
Covid-19 - Asymptomatic Individuals Explained 2023-03-17
Human Intestinal Flukes 2019-08-22
Climate Change and Human Responses 2017-03-21
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